
Inspiring encounters: conversations with some of the world’s most talented designers
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Smart eco-solutions that create better environments for today and tomorrow
Customised events, tailor-made for design celebrations with maximum impact 
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now in its 18th year, identity is the region’s 
leading monthly magazine dedicated to 
architecture, contemporary design, interiors 
and property  in the Middle east. Professional, 
pioneering, world-class and sophisticated, 
identity features unbiased and independent 
editorial content providing inspirational ideas 

®identity
and cutting-edge concepts from the design 
capitals of the world. Launched in 2002, it 
influences the region’s growth as an innovative 
and global design destination. identity is the 
essential publication for architecture, interiors, 
design and property professionals, as well as 
design-conscious consumers and students.
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COnTenT

trends14

Buon 
gusto
Inspired by the interior 
eye-candy exhibited during 
Dubai Design Week and 
Downtown Design, id has 
hand-picked a selection of 
rich, colourful sparkling 
and enticing objects that 
are sure to be an aperitif or 
amuse-bouche to kick-off 
the party month!

TEXT: caThErinE bElbin

Crystal gems
Moser has been hand-crafting 

extraordinary works of art from 

lead-free crystal in the Czech 

Republic for the past 160 years. 

The new collection, presented in 

Dubai, proves that the artisans 

who have created masterpieces 

for kings and queens for over 

a century can also create 

contemporary pieces for the 21st 

century. The firm will soon open a 

boutique in d3.

18-22 Trends.indd   14 11/27/19   2:21 PM

Trends
a selection of fashionable new seasonal 
interior products and accessories

interiors20

identity.ae

Windows to the world
Expansive glass walls in architect Maria João Fradinho’s home in 

Portugal invite the light of the world into the family’s private domain.

TEXT: doroThy WaldMan

PhoTograPhy: ivo TavarEs sTudio

Ivo Tavares.indd   20 10/24/19   10:16 AM

Interiors
Step inside some of the coolest most 
inspirational homes near and far

27

november 2019

If you’re designing a compact en-suite or 
a cloakroom, or want to fit in a roll-top 
tub, identity has all the latest looks making 
waves in bathrooms.

TexT: Penny mccormIck

Bigging 
up the 
bathroom

Design Formula

27Design Formula  bathrooms

Dolcevita by Aqua for Ideagroup

DF - Bathrooms.indd   27 10/24/19   10:59 AM

design Formula
12-page special in-depth report on 
specific modern spaces

Sustainability
a monthly compilation of newest eco 
projects, plans and products

profile38

Teresa Sapey
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A life in colour
This year identity 

welcomes Teresa Sapey 

to the jury of the 2019 

id Design Awards. Here 

she talks about some of 

her recent projects and 

shares her thoughts on 

the value of the GCC’s 

most prestigious award 

for design.

TEXT: jEnnifEr coplEy

Teresa Sapey.indd   38 10/23/19   6:57 PM

Profile
Meet the audacious designers making 
news with their ideas and creations

Focus
an interview (Q+a style) with design 
personalities and what makes them tick

71

november 2019

Kenichi Teramoto + Wael Al Awar

Venice calling
Wael Al Awar and Kenichi Teramoto, Principal Architects of Dubai’s ibda design, have been 

appointed curators for the National Pavilion UAE at the 2020 Venice Biennale.

TEXT: pEnny mccormick

K hulood Al Atiyat, Manager of Arts, 
Culture and Heritage at the Salama 
bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation 
and commissioner of the National 

Pavilion UAE, has said: “Curating a Venice Biennale 
pavilion is a balance between representing region-
specific ideas and telling untold local stories, 
while remaining relevant to global themes and 
conversations that resonate with the Biennale’s 
diverse audience.”

The curators of the National Pavilion UAE at the 
2020 Venice Biennale were selected following 
an open call which invited designers, architects 
and thinkers based in the UAE and around the 
world to develop proposals for the exhibition. 
Of the 97 curatorial proposals submitted, 
that by Wael Al Awar and Kenichi Teramoto, 
Principal Architects of Dubai’s ibda design, was 
selected. Their exhibition will explore sea salt as 
a traditional, locally sourced building material, 

and its potential uses for developing sustainable 
habitation in desert environments like the UAE. 
The architects explained, “Our approach to design 
interweaves natural light, time, structure and 
landscape with architecture. We are continually 
inspired by natural phenomena and the ways in 
which architects can adapt organic materials to 
create sustainable designs. Salt is a geologically 
fascinating substance as well as one of the UAE’s 
most abundant natural resources, and through 
our exhibition we’ll explore its potential as an 
environmentally-friendly building material.”

The proposal is in keeping with the DNA of ibda 
– a multidisciplinary architecture, landscape and 
urban design studio known for addressing social, 
environmental, economic and technological 
aspects of architectural projects. The firm has 
worked on prominent cultural institutions including 
Dubai’s Jameel Arts Centre, Hai d3 and Jeddah’s 
Hayy Cultural Hub. Indeed, ibda’s international 

experience also impressed the judges, as 
acknowledged by Khulood Al Atiyat: “ibda design 
maintains a uniquely cross-continental approach 
and its Principal Architects bring professional 
experience from Tokyo to Rotterdam, meaning 
they will be offering a fresh perspective on the 
dialogue between the region’s architecture and 
the world’s to the National Pavilion UAE.”

2020 marks the UAE’s tenth exhibition at 
the Venice Biennale since 2009 and its fourth 
participation in the International Architecture 
Exhibition. The National Pavilion UAE will present 
ibda design’s exhibition at the 17th International 
Architecture Exhibition, from 23 May to 29 
November 2020. Curated by Lebanese architect 
Hashim Sarkis under the overall theme of ‘How 
Will We Live Together?’, the 2020 Biennale will 
look at architecture’s ability to engage people and 
communities across increasing social, economic, 
political and digital divides. ID

Venice Biennale.indd   71 10/24/19   11:27 AM

design@Large
Profiling creative people and places 
oozing contemporary zest for living

FORUM56

Shades of autumn
This month, id takes a look at the muted colour 
shades, shapes, forms, and textures of the new 
season. From eye-wear to kitchenware, we identify 
new trends and looks to inspire and enthrall….

TEXT: PEnny mccormick

Celebrate a New DeCaDe

Jotun has unveiled 12 new colours for 2020 under the theme of 
‘Celebrating Colours’. rana Khadra, Colour and Creative Manager 
at Jotun Middle east, India and africa explains, “the start of a 
decade can mark the start of a new, better chapter in our lives. 
this new collection is a celebration of colours and their power to 
literally change the way we think and feel, putting us on the path to a 
better life and giving us hope for the future. each colour conveys a 
deeper meaning, helping to create an environment that will enable 

people to thrive. 2020 Colour Design by Jotun has been designed 
to deliver social impact as much as to reflect design trends.” the 
12 new shades of 2020 Colour Design by Jotun each express a 
particular aspiration. From the protective earthiness of Grounded 
Red 20144, to the bold and creative Statement Blue 4863, the 
intellectual sophistication of Wisdom 20145 and the playful 
exuberance of Lively Red 20143, the new colours are all designed 
to inspire a specific emotional reaction.

66-68 Forum.indd   56 10/24/19   8:48 AM

Forum
revealing the regions just launched new 
design collections and showrooms

Portfolio
discover the just opened, hotels, 
restaurants, bars and stores in the Uae

antennae
id scouts the world for the most dynamic 
new architectural projects

Books
id reviews some of the best new book 
releases on interiors and architecture 

Icon
a celebration of the revered design 
objects that enjoy iconic status in society
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edITOrIaL CaLendar - deSIgn FOrMULa

Issue Space

January Outdoor

February Living spaces

March Lighting

april Surfaces, floors + walls

May Bathrooms

June Kitchens

July/august design escapes

September Workspaces

October Kitchens

november Bathrooms

december entertaining spaces
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january 2019

Valentina by Alejandra Gandía-Blasco for Diabla

Outdoor spaces can provide unique and dynamic living environments. 
By responding to the requirements of function and use, as well as 
questions relating to weather and light, designers are maximising the 
creative opportunities provided by open-air setting.

Outdoor living spaces

TexT: jennifer cOpley

Design Formula
contents
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outdoor lounging
Dining
Al fresco kitchens
BBQ
shade
Lighting

Design Formula  outdoor spaces 31

october 2019

Flex offices, co-working spaces, teleworking … how we work has 
changed in the last decade. Here’s our guide to the current trends and 

how they have affected the way we think, interact and do business.

TexT: Penny mccormick

Work, rest and play
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Design formula  kitchens32 33

september 2019identity.ae

33

T he family home has evolved over the 
last century. While once rooms were 
segregated and had single functions, now 
we seek multi-purpose areas. Gone are the 
days when the cook was confined to the 

kitchen, with eating only taking place at a laid dining table. 
Open-plan living allows for all aspects of domestic life to 
intersect seamlessly. At Poliform, the Shape kitchen is the 
result of research into these evolving concepts. It shows 
that the kitchen is no longer intended to be hidden away 
but is a status symbol, to be shown off as much as lived in. 
However, the fine balance between sleek, sophisticated 
design and practical architectural solutions is not always 
easy to achieve.

When planning a kitchen, consider the space available 
and think how it will be used. If there are three walls 
available, a U-shaped kitchen is a good option – there 
will be plenty of space for storage and wall cabinets. If 
you would prefer your kitchen to be truly multi-functional, 
consider keeping the work area as an L-shape, thus freeing 
up the rest of the space. 

Lignum et Lapis kitchen by Antonio Citterio for Arclinea

Combine kitchen from Boffi Classic collection by SieMaticOla 20 by Pininfarina Design for Snaidero

Design formula  kitchens32

Thinking of the kitchen in terms of zones can also be 
a good starting point, though the ‘working triangle’ of 
fridge, sink and cooker is not so relevant to how we cook 
today. Instead, a breakfast zone, a food preparation 
area and a cooking area allows more than one person 
to be in a kitchen at any one time without getting in the 
way. Completely free of configuration is Boffi’s Combine 
kitchen by Piero Lissoni – with blocks, worktops and 
tables of different sizes that are designed to be mixed and 
matched to create separate units for cooking, washing 
and preparation.

Using different light sources to create distinct areas – 
such as task lighting for food preparation areas and softer 
lighting solutions over an island or dining table – is also 
recommended. So, too, is investing in the visible elements 
that receive heavy use – the appliances, work surfaces 
and front panels on units – so saving money on the internal 
configurations.

identity.ae

Design formula  outdoor spaces32 33

january 2019

With the desire to blur the boundaries between 
external and internal spaces come new technologies 
and design strategies that enable traditionally indoor 
activities to be taken outside. The kitchen, the heart 
of a home, can now be open-air. And they are no 
longer simply limited to a grill and dining furniture; 
homes are benefitting from fully functional outdoor 
kitchens that combine beautifully considered design 
aesthetics with endlessly customisable capabilities. 
The Abimis outdoor kitchen can be tailored at every 
level, from accessories and finishes to worktop depth 
and appliances. The stainless steel composition 
ensures that the equipment is resistant to changing 
weather and atmospheric conditions, including salt- 
and chlorine-heavy environments.

Functionality is fundamental to Kettal’s new PH1 
Pavilion. The design incorporates movable panels that 
can be opened or closed to protect fittings, and which 
can also be used to create worktop areas. Water and 
electricity connections are installed internally, while 
the structure can accommodate a ceramic hob, 
barbecue, fridge and wine cabinet components. “The 
kitchen conveys a sensation of homeliness, while also 
being a place that combines the actions of cooking, 
eating and coming together. This is why we have 
decided to add this kitchen module to the system,” 
explain Rosa Aznar and Antonio Navarro.

Creating harmony between internal and external spaces 
is at the heart of many of the most successful new outdoor 
design products. GamFratesi’s AIIR chair for Dedon was 
inspired by the idea of traversing spatial boundaries: 
“In this way, we could create a continuous landscape 
between outside and inside,” explain designers Stine 
Gam and Enrico Fratesi. AIIR is highly portable, with a 
sensibility that enables it to suit any space. The designers 
drew inspiration from geometry and nature, in particular 
the form and height of a birch tree forest, in order to 
create a slender design that allows light to pass through 
it. The Domino collection by Marco Acerbis for Talenti 
features the Italian designer’s trademark craftsmanship 
and attention to detail. The extendable dining table has 
been designed with sociability in mind, with the idea of 
bringing people together to share memorable moments. 
The Cosette table by Alessandro Andreucci and 
Christian Hoisl for Unopiù also suits any occasion; the 
practical function of an extendable table incorporated 
into a timeless, warm teak design.

Al FRESCo KITCHENSDINING

Domino collection by Marco Acerbis for Talenti

AIIR by GamFratesi for Dedon

outdoor kitchen by Abimis

PH1 Pavilion by Kettal Studio

*Topics subject to change at the editor's discretion.
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Written by specialist global writers and photographers.
exploring hot + new + emerging trends and talents on the global design radar

Concise, contemporary, straight talking, written and designed to the highest standards. 
respected in the region for its unbiased and pioneering approach

More than 100 pages of outstanding original features and interviews. efficient functional living 
through the lens of contemporary and intelligent design. hotels, restaurants and workspaces, from 
gastro-tecture to sustainable hospitality

Design Formula: 16-page trends dossier from bureaux to bathrooms

id property: highlights exciting developments and projects + savvy property trends

exclusive conversations with: 

 Philippe Starck 
 Christian Sieger
 Paola Lenti 
 Ora-ïto 
 Zaha hadid 
 Keiji Takeuchi

 Jean nouvel 
 Patricia Urquiola 
 antonio Citterio 
 Shawn Sullivan 
 Marco Piva 
 and many more...
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Launched in the summer of 2018, identity.ae is the digital 
arm of identity magazine, the Middle east’s leading 
magazine dedicated to contemporary design, architecture, 
interiors, lifestyle, and property.

From its headquarters in dubai, the website will provide 
interesting and inspirational local and international news 
and features on all aspects of design from home interiors to 
industrial innovations and much more.

.ae

Banner SPOnSOrShIP 

SOCIaL MedIa

SPOnSOred  edITOrIaL FeaTUre

Instagram
Facebook

every banner on every page 
of the website

Leaderboard   $1,800/month
   $500/week

MPU   $1,570/month
   $440/week

With amplification across Facebook 
and Instagram Stories, 350 words max

$200/post
$200/post

$2500/article

dubai.identitymagazine

identitymagazinedubai
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a neW identity In COnTeMPOrarY deSIgn BOOKS

Design in Dubai by identity

Design Pioneers: The Entrepreneurs by identity

600-page coffee table book
Home by identity
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BeSPOKe eVenTS

deSIgn eXhIBITIOnS and eVenTS: MedIa ParTnerS
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Launched in 2015 the annual id design awards seek to celebrate the best in regional design 
and architecture. an impartial and independent international jury judges the id design 
awards. details on the much-anticipated 2020 award ceremony to be held in the last 
quarter, would be revealed soon.
For more information go to identity.ae/awards

id deSIgn aWardS
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ADvErTising rATEs*

REGULAR POSITIONS   US$
Full Page     3,750
double Page Spread    6,950

PREMIUM POSITIONS   US$
Inside Front Cover    13,500
Inside Back Cover    6,350 
Outside Back Cover    8,250
double Page Spread  
(before Contents)
 1st     10,350
 2nd     9,950
 3rd     9,200
 4th     9,000
Opposite Contents 1     4,850
Opposite Contents 2     4,600
Opposite editor’s Page    4,300

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS   US$
Front Cover gatefold      14,050 
Inside Front Cover gatefold   18,150
Bookmark     11,250
Belly Band     10,650
advertorial – Full Page      4,650
advertorial  
– double Page Spread      9,600

SPECIAL REQUESTS   US$
Full Page  
(first 25% after Contents)    4,250 
double Page Spread  
(first 25% after Contents)    7,750 
Full Page  
(within a particular feature)   4,000
Full Page (first in a feature)   4,250 
double Page Spread  
(prior to feature)     7,750

enQUIrIeS 
 

Sales Manager     
Telephone direct:   
Mobile:    
e-mail:  

Mrudula Patre
+971 4 427 3431
+971 50 309 6981
mrudula.patre@motivate.ae

Events   
Bespoke solutions for design celebrations
Diary
Feature your event with identity
Media Partnerships 
Prices upon request

VaT

Unless otherwise expressly stated, all amounts are exclusive of any value added sales or 
equivalent tax. If either  party is required to apply any such tax (whether as a result of a 
change in legislation or otherwise) it shall be added to the amounts due at the applicable rate.

*aLL raTeS eXCLUSIVe OF VaT
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Double Page Spread
Trim: 320mm (H) x 480mm (W)
Type: 280mm x 440mm

TeChnICaL dIMenSIOnS - MagaZIne

Full Page
Trim:  320mm (H) x 240mm (W)
Type: 280mm x 200mm

generaL InFOrMaTIOn
 

 11 issues per year
 Standard agency commission rates apply
 additional creative solutions available 

on request

SerIeS dISCOUnT
 

 3-5 insertions 5%   
 6-9 insertions 10% 
 10+ insertions 15% 

•	 The artwork should be a press ready PdF file (version 1.3) generated through Illustrator/Quark XPress 
or Indesign, saved on maximum resolution (300 dpi) in actual size with bleed and crop marks

•	 all files must be CMYK format and all black text as over print
•	 For bleed size add 3mm extra on all four sides after crop marks 
•	 Image loss in the gutter 3mm either side
•	 Tiling and resizing can be provided at an additional cost of US$ 200
•	 all text to be within type area or at least 10mm away from the crop marks
•	 If text runs across a dPS please ensure that the text is 10mm away from the gutter on either side
•	 a colour printout of the saved artwork should be sent for reference along with the Cd. Colour prints/

digital proofs supplied will be used only as a guideline and the advertisements will be reproduced as 
per the data/specifics supplied on the Cd
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 aati  asnaghi  Baker  Bea e Martina  Bizzotto  Bautiti  Bo Concept  
 Casa Mia  Cities design  dedon  duravit  ethan allen  Fendi  Finasi  Flos  
 geberit  graniti  grohe  hansgrohe  Id design  Interiors  Kart Furniture  
 Kitchen design  Koelnmesse  La Maison Verte  Ligne roset  Luxury Visions 
 Marina home Interiors  Matteograssi  Molteni C  nakkash gallery  natuzzi  
 Obegi  Phillip Selva  Philips  ralph Lauren  Samsung  Savils  Scavolini  
 Siematic  Solico  Tavola  Visionnaire  Western Furniture  Woodfloors  
 Zen Interiors  Zuchetti

adVerTISerS InCLUde

adVerTISIng BeneFITS
 

 Through identity you will reach a target audience with proven interest in the latest 
trends in architecture, design and property. 
 Your image will be enhanced by advertising in the regional leader publication with an 

unbiased and global design perspective. 
 You will access a loyal, constant and knowledgeable readership, and your messages 

will enjoy long-standing visibility, as 75% of identity readers keep their copies in their 
design archives. 
 You will benefit from identity’s promotion of the magazine at leading design exhibitions 

and niche design events, including downtown design, design days and the Italian Luxury 
Interiors exhibitions, as well as international industry events organised by aPId and IFId.

readerShIP

architecture + design + interiors + property professionals
design-conscious, well-travelled, sophisticated and educated
architecture + design + interiors + property students
Investors + entrepreneurs + retail professionals
Quality-conscious with a passion for contemporary design
University-educated, 30+ years old

CIrCULaTIOn

Published monthly
12,000+ copies nationally and internationally
retail and controlled distribution
Individual and bulk subscriptions
Leading bookstores + supermarkets + furniture boutiques
Major regional  global design events and exhibitions
distributed in dubai design district (d3) design studios
digital subscriptions available on app store + Magzter.com
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Australia/New Zealand Okeeffe Media; 
Tel + 61 89 447 2734   
Okeeffekev@bigpond.com.au 

Benelux M.P.S. Benelux; 
Tel +322 720 9799   
Francesco.sutton@mps-adv.com 

China Publicitas Advertising; 
Tel +86 10 5879 5885 

France Intermedia Europe Ltd; 
Tel +33 15 534 9550   
administration@intermedia.europe.com 

Germany Imv Internationale Medien 
Vermarktung Gmbh;  
Tel +49 8151 550 8959   
W.Jaeger@imv-media.com 

Hong Kong/Malaysia/Thailand  
Sonney Media Networks; 
Tel +852 2151 2351  
hemant@sonneymedia.com 

India Media Star;  
Tel +91 22 4220 2103   
ravi@mediastar.co.in 

Italy Imm Italia; 
Tel +39 023 653 4433   
Lucia.colucci@fastwebnet.it 

InTernaTIOnaL MedIa rePreSenTaTIVeS

Japan Tandem Inc.; 
Tel + 81 3 3541 4166   
all@tandem-inc.com 

Netherlands Gio Media; 
Tel +31 6 2223 8420  
giovanni@gio-media.nl 

South Africa Ndure; 
Tel: +27 11 234 9875   
gisela@imrsa.co.za

Spain Imm International;  
Tel +331 40 1300 30   
n.devos@imm-international.com 

Turkey Media Ltd.; 
Tel +90 212 275 51 52  
Mediamarketingtr@Medialtd.com.tr 

UK Spafax Inflight Media; 
Tel +44 207 906 2001  
nhopkins@Spafax.Com 

USA Totem Brand Stories; 
Tel +212 896 3846   
Crigitte.baron@totembrandstories.com
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HEAD OFFICE
Media One Tower
PO Box 2331, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 427 3000 
Fax: +971 4 428 2260
sales@motivate.ae

DUBAI MEDIA CITy
Motivate Publishing FZ LLC,
Building 8, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 390 3550
Fax: +971 4 390 4845
valmorgan@motivate.ae

ABU DHABI
Office No 1406,  Makeen Tower
9th Street, Tourist Club Area
PO Box 43072, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel: +971 2 677 2005
motivate-adh@motivate.ae

LONDON
Motivate Publishing Ltd 
Acre House, 
11/15 William Road,
London, NW1 3ER, UK
motivateuk@motivate.ae

one month
six months+
one year+ 

University graduates
University students
high school
Other

30,000 - 39,000
40,000 - 49,000
50,000 +

how long do you keep your 
copy of identity?
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